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When I mentioned this topic, I suggested watching a video, maybe a few times. Off we go
now…. Let's start with reader questions from about a week ago, unrelated yet related.
RQ1. What is the reason electricity goes out?
C:
Power plants generating it are forced to disconnect from the electricity distribution and
transmission networks, they go off-line. What will happen is the equivalent of an
electromagneittc pulse, but the pulse-like nature and duration of the event will be different; less
intensity or strength but longer duration. The energy will not be enough to damage all devices it
reaches but more than sufficient to overload electrical grids and cause generation facilities to trip
off-line as part of their automatic self-protection. The plants will go into automatic shut-down.
Re-starting of the plants and re-energizing electricity distribution networks will require several
days.
RQ2. When does it occur?
C:
Several days after solar flares erupt, also known as coronal mass ejections.
RQ3. Will it be a worldwide phenomenon or localized?
C:
Worldwide, stronger on the side of Earth facing the arriving, incoming solar particles and
energy.
RQ4. Not even a home generator or solar electricity or battery powered light can be turned
on? What about candles?
C:
Devices which are shielded from the electromagnetic energy will operate during the
event, which would otherwise be affected. Candles are not electrical. Many batteries and devices
which use them will be unaffected or not affected so much.
RQ5. The prophecy of Blessed Anna Maria Taigi (1769–1837) says that "There shall come
over the whole earth an intense darkness lasting three days and three nights. Nothing can be
seen, and the air will be laden with pestilence." So, will anything happen in the daytime too....to
make it dark?
C:
Yes, the sun shall set.
RQ6. Will many people die due to this event?
C:
Yes, of course. What numbers, quantities or amounts reach the threshold for subjective
meaning of many, will be seen.
RQ7. Is it true that those who will look out of the window or stay outside during this period will
fall dead? Why? What about looking through glass windows?
C:
No. Any human, even a blind person, may use as many windows as one wants, without
risk of harm from what is observed from such window use. The material of the window does
matter either.
RQ8. The same prophecy says "The air shall be infected by demons who will appear under all
sorts of hideous forms". What the hell is going on here?
C:
Looters and thieves who take advantage of nighttime and the absence of artificial lights.

RQ9. Will it happen suddenly?
C:
Yes, however several to many minutes will be required for the effects to occur across
Earth, and hours will pass as the effects cause conditions observed by a majority of humans. A
person aboard a sailboat on the high seas is likely to notice nothing, a tractor operator in a large
fied will also notice nearly nothing until stopping the activity and going to a building.
RQ10. Will there be earthquakes during this event?
C:
You mean to ask if earthquakes will cause the effects, or will earthquakes be triggered by
the effects? No to the former, yes to the latter but not materially intense, no Earth tremors with
wide reaching effects will result from this event. Those earthquakes will, have and do occur for
other reasons and causes.
Now for some reality.
Q:
Esteemed Committee, I have always found the relationship interesting between the words
"real" in English (true and actual) and "real" in Spanish, where it means that but also "royal" as
in related to royalty, a queen, king and supreme authority. Does this mean reality is only what a
monarch says it should be?
C:
You are your own monarch, each and every one of you. Yes.
Q:
C:

We determine our reality?
Yes, this means create and choose. Make and select.

Q:
To say "we create our own reality" means what?
C:
You can choose what is already around you, which includes going elsewhere, to be with
what exists already, what you would like to be your surroundings. Or you can create it.
Q:
C:

On a time delay?
Yes.

Q:
So we humans can create a green sky?
C:
Yes, of course. You can do this by reconfiguration of the brain, lenses to filter the sky, a
change in atmospheric gases or travel to a place where the sky is green, such that you do not
need to reconfigure your brain, replace or modify gases in the air or use filters for viewing. You
would not be able to breathe, so this step is significant.
Q:
How about if all humans picked a green color of water, for example a pool full of algae,
and decided we wanted the sky above to match. Can we do this with our collective thoughts?
C:
Of course, but allow us to correct your question a little; your collective beliefs.
Q:
C:

Can we create reality in Heaven as we prefer?
Yes, and almost instantly.

Q:
Anything we want?
C:
If you are able to imagine it, it exists already. The imagination of a human mind is as
much reality as any solid thing a human can touch.
Q:
C:

In Heaven, we have no wants?
Not physical, no.

Q:
C:

Is this why we incarnate, to experience limits?
Yes.

Q:
Why does so much emphasis on authority, power & control exist on Earth, among
humans?
C:
It is an excellent way to experience limits, both for the limiter and the limited. Some
humans attempt to exercise, impose or press controls and restraints on other humans. Others
among all of you prefer the opposite side, to have these fences built around you.
Q:
Which is preferred?
C:
Fence builder is much less popular, it delivers a lesser return on investment. Being fenced
in, presents a far better, far more beneficial experience. This is why so many more souls
incarnate as humans subjugated, controlled, limited and corralled.
Q:
Humans could have a 50/50 society, where every soul is limited to controlling just one
other soul, during the common incarnations of both?
C:
This exists now, it is called motherhood. You mean to say throughout the course of a
human life? No, because infancy, childhood and advanced age are not as suited to the controller
side, such souls grow up and into it, often out of it before returning home from the Earth surface
journey.
Q:
Human reality can be anything we imagine?
C:
Yes, because it exists before it is in your imagination. The difference is, reality for a
human means the thing is brought into the five sense dimensionality humans prefer and, in most
cases, insist upon.
Q:
So when we read fiction…
C:
Fiction does not exist. Non-materialization is the better name in your language of
English.
Q:
To accuse someone of escapism, is incorrect?
C:
Completely. To observe another person employ thoughts, for example by reading a book
or watching a movie, to escape, hide from, shut off or somehow separate her or himself is not an
escape of any sort. It is simply another road.
Q:
C:

Drugs which alter the mind?
But another road.

Q:
There was a recent murder mystery in the USA, milked by the press for every drop of
extractable attention. Two kids (kids to me, anyway) drove cross country. Boyfriend strangled
girlfriend, dumped her body, drove her vehicle to his house more than 3,000km/2,000m away,
then committed suicide a few weeks later. His remains were not found for more than a month.
Obviously, boyfriend tried to escape his acts, or punishment.
C:
As happens always with such cases, where the killer dies by his own hand, human
victims and perpetrators come face to face. Human notions of punishment, prosecution,
retribution and justice do not apply in Heaven and essentially do not exist. Souls, both ours and
yours, create reality which means surroundings. Souls do not create other souls, thus souls
cannot eliminate other souls.

Q:
So, how should humans punish a transgressor?
C:
Decide first what punishment means, and should mean if a difference exists. Then
examine what punishment achieves.
Q:
The answer will be deterrence, but revenge is always close behind if it doesn't lead the
charge.
C:
This is an excellent example of reality creation. Human No 1 harms Human No 2,
Humans Nos 3 through Nos 6,245,897 pursue and prosecute. Free will and absolute selfdetermination of the soul by a soul means 1 and 2 join an arrangement the millions more create.
1 and 2 have the absolute, unchallengeable ability to remain away, to refuse the arrangements,
schemes, procedures and policies. 1 and 2 can create a reality where no prosecution by the 6.2
million and more other souls, is pursued. (This is Heaven, by the way.) 2 souls cannot control 3,
or even two or one other. Only oneself.
Q:
C:

How does the notion of getting what one deserves fit into reality creation?
Quite neatly.

Q:
Please explain and expand.
C:
Humans choose incarnation, choose the groups of human with whom to interact, choose
the social practices and public policies of the groups selected, then plan and carry out acts. The
effects lead to consequences inside these voluntary circumstances. This description is a neatly
fitted suit.
Q:
C:

Why do we have a time delay as humans?
You have time.

Q:
If Earth didn't revolve and time did not exist, would that eliminate the delay in creating
reality?
C:
Human reality yes, because no human would exist. Earth would be a two-faced rock,
burned crispy on one side, frozen solid on the other. The atmosphere would have long ago
disappeared, thus no humans would there be. The gold miners who created humanoids would
have found another method to extract the gold.
Q:
Humans would always like to speed up or slow down the creation of reality. Balance is
probably best.
C:
Not for a human. Balance is human boredom; Earth's great attraction is the opportunity
for imbalance.
Q:
So creation of reality is a mixture of desire and time. Wants & wait; preferences and
patience?
C:
Attitude and action, also. Yes.
Q:
C:

Esteemed Committee, my thanks yet again for your time.
Our welcome extended yet again. Bew ell one and all.

